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Colors
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Key Colors 

• Head-to-toe white 

• Army green 
• Burnt orange 

• Rioja red 

• Royal blue

Milan made a statement this season, putting its own 
spin on the new season color palette. Favored hues 
throughout the fashion week, where orange, red 
and blue continued to prove plentiful, with a burnt 
vibrant orange shade newly emerging in Milan, as 
shown by Versace and Salvatore Ferragamo. 

Pink, a color repeatedly used by designers in 
previous cities, was not as strong on the Italian leg 
of fashion month. Alternatively, army green held a 
heavy presence throughout the shows, a trend only 
seen subtly in earlier shows.

Yellow ran straight from 
New York to London and 
on to Milan, with both 
pale and bright shades 
well represented. Neutrals 
were shown in deepest 
brown and the palest 
sand, displaying an even 
more extreme selection of 
neutral tones than seen at 
NYFW and LFW.
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Fabrics

Milan largely reinforced fabrics which were popular 
throughout London. As a result, technical fabrics 
were seen in abundance, with brands such as 
Sportmax and Iceberg showcasing functional 
materials across a range of different styles. 

Crochet returned as a strong trend. The fabric was 
used for dresses at Dolce & Gabbana and Etro,  
and a top at Tod's. Leather also re-emerged as an 
important fabric for the season, where designers 
experimented with different colors of leather.  
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Major colors

Secondary colors
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Athleisure was particularly strong in the Italian 
capital, with bike shorts, hoodies and branding 
extremely prevalent. Riffing off this was 'Whatever 
the Weather', centered on technical and rain-proof 
jackets. 

One of the strongest themes to emerge from Milan 
was 'Holiday Maker'. Perfectly fitting for the 
Instagram generation who prides itself on 
experience and world travel, key pieces include 
multi-pocket belt bags, bucket hats, functional 
outerwear, holiday charms and sporty swimwear. 
Look to Etro and Sportmax who best embodied the 
trend with their beach looks and explorer 
aesthetics.
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Prints

Key Prints 
• Branded 

• Snakeskin 

• Bold blooms 

• Windowpane 

• Art class 

• Polka dots
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Sports fan

Travel bug

Art school
An air of eccentricity was created 
with print clashes, abstract 
patterns and bright colors, 
represented by the ever-quirky 
Moschino, Dolce & Gabbana 
and Versace. These will add 
vibrancy to visual merchandising 
in the coming season.

There was a vast range of prints on show at Milan 
Fashion Week. Branding stood out - seen at Dolce 
& Gabbana, Fendi and Emporio Armani. Garments 
were brandished with initials and namesakes.
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Shapes
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The bomber jacket was updated with cropped boxy 
styles. Emporio Armani offered a metallic crocodile 
design while Fendi went tactile with fur. Skirts were 
wrapped, with button and strap details adding 
interest. Already a popular style commercially, 
bicycle shorts were prevalent on the Milan runway.
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Key Detail

Although Western was not as strongly seen in 
previous cities, the theme was given a subtle nod 
via plentiful fringing. Piping was also evident across 
collections. Both details lent a simple touch to a 
range of styles. 

Embellishment was also seen in abundance - Prada 
showcased skirts with floral decoration, whilst Dolce 
& Gabbana opted for small colored jewels.  
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Key Spring 2019 Shapes 

• Updated bomber jacket 

Seen at: Fendi & Anteprima. 

• Asymmetric dresses 

Seen at: Max Mara & Genny. 

• Wrap skirts 

Seen at: Tod’s & Antonio Marras. 

• Bicycle shorts 

Seen at: Laura Biagiotti & Fendi. 

• Corsets 

Seen at: Dolce & Gabbana.

SWide-leg trousers were shown at Etro and Emporio 
Armani in bold prints and colorways - taking 
inspiration from the 70s. Elsewhere, Bermuda shorts 
conveyed a masculine aesthetic with highly tailored 
designs. 

Bicycle shorts

Wrap skirts
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Key styles 
• Chunky sneakers 

• Snake print 

• Sliders 

• Yellow shoes 

• Slouch boots

The headscarf cemented its status as a trend to 
watch for Spring 2019. Knotted lightweight neck 
scarves were a new style to emerge - look to 
Iceberg and Versace for inspiration.  

As for jewelry, statement earrings and chokers 
were the leading stories. Drop earrings suited to 
partywear ranges stood out, varying from 
sculptural pieces at Marni and Emilio Pucci to 
chandelier styles at Blumarine. 
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Footwear

Key designers unveiled 
their take on the chunky 
sneaker trend. Elevated 
mid and outsoles, color 
blocking and white tones 
were key details here.
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Waist bags

Singular earrings

Colored shades

Neck scarves
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If you enjoyed this report, sign up to our 
Insider Briefing and you’ll be the first to 

know about our future coverage.
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